Abstract-Recently there is increased interest in hiding data in 3-D objects due to the ever-increasing diffusion of such objects in many areas such as architecture design, entertainment and cultural heritage. A data hiding scheme for 3D triangle mesh models is proposed in this paper. Constructed by the vertex and its 1-ring neighbors, rather than by only its 1-ring neighbors, the local coordinate system can represent the local geometry better and visual quality of 3D model can be controlled better when message is embedded. Message is embedded by modifying coordinate of the central vertex without changing the coordinate systems. Being built on special local features of the 3D model, the local coordinate systems are invariable under RST (rotation, uniform scaling, translation) transformation. Therefore, the algorithm is resilient to RST attack. Combining the local coordinate systems with a special quantization technique, the high capacity and imperceptibility are achieved. These properties are also validated by experimental results in the paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a promising media data, 3D models become increasingly important in daily life and industrial applications. There is much redundancy in the media. Message can be embedded by modifying the 3D model imperceptibly, which leads to the emergence of data hiding in 3D models. Data hiding is the science to hide messages in multimedia so that the message is undetected to all but the owner [1] . It can be applied in many fields, such as secret communication and copyright protection. This paper is designed mainly for secret communication.
Many 3D mesh watermarking algorithms have been proposed, Ohbuchi [2] first published the paper of 3D watermarking, the TSQ and TVR algorithms [3] are not robust against common attacks.
The robust watermarking algorithms are usually designed in frequency domain or based on statistic features. The obvious disadvantage is that capacity is low. Besides, the frequency domain strategy often needs original model to extract watermark. Based on a multiresolution set of scalar basis functions over the mesh, Praun [4] proposed a robust algorithm. Kanai [5] presented a 3D watermarking based on wavelet transform for semiregular meshes, but the algorithm is not fit for a universal topological meshes. Yin presented a robust mesh watermarking algorithm [6] based on the multiresolution decomposition of 3D mesh proposed by Guskov et al [7] . These strategies need original model to extract watermark. Based on face normal modification, Benedens [8, 9] proposed a watermarking scheme which is robust against mesh simplification, Lee [10] improved the scheme by use of EGI and CEGI, The scheme is more robust against mesh cropping attack. Based on statistic features, the two schemes show excellent robustness, but they are very complicated and too many parameters are needed.
Comparatively, spatial domain algorithms usually can embed more bits, but the robustness may be less strong, so many of them are designed as data hiding algorithm. Some schemes are designed based on local geometry to resist RST attack. Wagner [11] introduced the conception of discrete normal and used it in designing watermarking algorithms. Aspert [12] used the method for embedding meaningful information. Maret [13] improved the algorithm by constructing similarity space, but a large linear equational group is needed to solve. Sun proposed a watermarking algorithm [14] against affine transform based on Nielson norm, Sun also proposed an algorithm against RST attack based on local coordinate system [15] . Bors and Harte [16] [17] presented a scheme by local geometry modification according to bounding ellipsoids. In these schemes, imperceptibility performances are not fully considered. For example, in [13] quality of the embedded model cannot be estimated, the data hiding algorithm cannot provide a good imperceptibility. Although Nielson norm [14] based algorithm can resist general affine transform, but modifications of 3D model under affine system may not provide a good quality of the 3D model under original orthogonal coordinate system, so is the paper [16, 17] . Besides, the above local coordinate system is based only on the neighbors of a vertex, not on the vertex and its neighbors, so the *Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 13615010978. appearance of the local geometry is not fully considered. Therefore, in the paper, a 3D data hiding algorithm based on a new local coordinate system is designed so that appearance of the model can be controlled better by parameters and so that the algorithm is capacity high and resilient to RST attack. We have proposed primary implementations in [18] . As an extended version, this paper is to describe the scheme in detail, including necessary deductions, detailed results and deep analysis.
The article is organized as follows: Section II gives basic definition and the scheme; Section III and IV describe message embedding process and message extracting process respectively; Section V shows experimental results and analysis; and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND THE SCHEME

A. Basic Definations
A triangle mesh model can be defined as a vertex set V , a face set F and an edge set E as shown in (1), (2) and (3).
Vertex i and its 1-ring-neighbors form a set, which is considered as an EP (Embedding Primitive). Each vertex corresponds with an EP, but not all EPs are selected to embed information. 1-ring neighbors of vertex i is defined as a 1-ring vertex set (4), (5) and (6) .
B. Scheme of the Algorithm
The algorithm consists of two processes: message embedding process and message extracting process, the corresponding flow charts are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). Let i be the index of the center vertex, let j be the counter of used EPs, then message embedding process (is described in section III.) consists of 4 steps:
Step1 selecting one embedding primitive EP i , which is described in Section III.A.
Step2 converting vertex i of EP i into its local coordinate system, which is described in Section III.B.
Step3 embedding message into EP i by modifying vertex s i' local coordinates, changing flags of its neighbors and changing j 's value. Here EP i is j th used EP. This step is described in Section III.C.
Step4 converting vertex i into original coordinate system, which is described in Section III.D.
Compared with the embedding process, the extracting process needs not converting vertices into their original coordinate system. It has 3 Steps, most of which is very similar with the embedding process except for Step3. The Step3 of the extracting process is the inverse process of the Step3 of message embedding process. Message extracting process is described in Section Ⅳ. 
III. EMBEDDING PROCESS
We will give detailed description on each step of message embedding process as shown in Fig. 1 (a) .
A. Selection of EP
Embedding order of EPs is important for synchronization of message extracting process. Our strategy is similar with [16, 17] , which has been described detailedly in Fig. 1 . Each vertex has a flag indicating whether the vertex is a neighbor. If the flag of a vertex is TRUE, it means the vertex has been used as a neighbor. If a vertex has been used as a neighbor, it cannot be used as a central vertex again. If the flag of a vertex is FALSE, that means the vertex has not been checked or it has been used as a central vertex.
Concretely, each flag of vertex in the vertex list is initialized to be FALSE, indicating that each vertex has not been used as a neighbor vertex and that each vertex has the chance to be a central vertex. Each vertex is checked in sequence to determine whether the vertex can be used as a central vertex or neighbor, if the flag of the vertex is TRUE, the vertex cannot be used as a central vertex; else the vertex can be used as a central vertex and one EP is found. The EP is used to construct a local coordinate system, and then message is embedded by modifying local coordinate of the central vertex. When message embedding process of one EP is finished, flag of the neighbor vertices must change to be true.
B. Mapping EP into Local Coordinate System
To embed message, the center vertex of EP i is firstly transformed into its local coordinate system, so in this sub-section, local coordinate system is first defined, then the mutual conversion of the local coordinate system and original coordinate system is described, finally the features of the local coordinate system is discussed.
1) Definition of the local coordinate system
EP i is shown in Fig. 2 (a), for a given vertex i V , Centroid O of vertices of its 1-ring vertices is first calculated according to (7) . S can be calculated. The calculation of circumsphere's center and radius is described as follows.
There are generally six possible cases to describe the relation of center vertex i V and the circle Co , as shown in Fig. 3 . The six cases are:
So the six cases can be merged into two cases to find
When ' OO is obtained, combining with O , ' O can be easily obtained.
Based on the above data the local coordinate system can be constructed. Coordinate system axes should be defined first. 
2) mutual conversions of original coordinate system and the local coordinate system When the local coordinate system of EP i is set up, coordinates of central vertex i V is determined. Before message is embedded in coordinates of i V , it should be first transformed into local orthogonal coordinate system then into local spherical coordinate system. The conversions are shown in Fig. 4 .
Converting V i from the original coordinate system to the local spherical coordinate system is needed for message embedding process. 
When the local orthogonal coordinate of i V is gotten, spherical coordinates can be easily calculated by (32) and (33). Here the local orthogonal coordinates can be easy mapped into a unit sphere with a longitude ϕ and a latitudeθ . The radius is omitted because we must keep the local coordinate system unchanged. 
The vector decomposition technique is used to convert coordinates from the local orthogonal coordinate system to the original coordinate system. The conversion is realized by (37).
[ ]
3) Features of the local coordinate system
Let us analyze the curvature feature at center vertex of one EP. In Fig. 5 Figure 5 . Curvature feature analysis
It is easy to see when the latitude of i V varies from north polar to the latitude of circle O, the value of F EV i ∠ becomes larger, so PC2 becomes smaller as shown in Fig. 5 (b) V . But in another aspect, the direction of PC1 and PC2 is related with θ and ϕ coordinate of i V . So the two principal curvature, mean curvature, and Gaussian curvature can be controlled by θ and ϕ . In the proposed data hiding algorithm, message is embedded by modifying the θ and ϕ coordinates of center vertex i V of EP i , the modification is related with the important geometrical features of the vertex, so the modification can be controllable and the modification is good for 3D model visual quality.
C. Data Embedding in EPs under Local Coordinate System
The range of θ and ϕ is respectively [0,2π] and [0, π].
Here a special quantization technique is used. As Fig. 6 shows, longitude and latitude is divided respectively into m and Figure 6 . Division of the spherical coordinate system parameter m can be used to decide tradeoff of imperceptibility and embedding capacity for m decide the varying range of the vertex's coordinates, this point will be testified by experimental results. Each grid is redivided into about 2 n sub-grids which represents embedding states, by dividing n sections in longitude direction and n Sections in latitude direction:
δ is a parameter to decide tradeoff of robustness and capacity, which also will be testified by experimental results. Let
, totally ' 2n bits are embedded in an EP, each direction of latitude and longitude embedding ' n bits. Then embedding capacity of 3D model can be computed. Let BPE be embedding bits per EP, then
(46) Let number of the used EPs be EPN , then the embedding capacity of the 3D model should be
(47)
, that is ' 2n bits of information can be embedded in one EP. Let j th EP that is used to embed information in EP i . The Considering six cases shown in Fig. 3 , under certain circumstances message cannot be embedded into the 2 n sub-grids of the local spherical coordinate system. One is the that when the little circle Co is located at a too low or too high latitude, the other is that when R is too larger than r . If message is not embedded in the two cases, capacity performance is limited, we can see the capacity losses by comparing this paper with [18] . Experimental results also show vertex distribution in the local coordinate system. Fig. 7 (a) shows the vertex distribution in the local coordinate system before message embedding process. The figure indicates vertices locate mostly at very low latitude (near 0 radian) or very high latitude (near π radian). Fig. 7 (c) and (e) respectively shows histogram of the vertex latitudes and histogram of the vertex longitudes in the local coordinate system, the figures also reflect the above feature.
In the two cases, message cannot be directly embedded, because the varying range of latitude of central vertex is very small. So to eliminate the two limits, we are intended to amplify latitude range that the EP covers meanwhile let the little circle Co unchanged but reduce radius of sphere ' V , radius R and center ' O of cirumsphere ' o S are recalculated. When the two circumstances are eliminated, the regular data embedding process is carried out.
The vertex distribution in the local coordinate system after message embedding process is shown in Fig. 7 (b) . The histograms of latitude coordinates and longitude coordinates are shown in Fig. 7 (d) and (f) . The figures before message embedding process are similar with those after message embedding process and all selected EP are embedded. This indicates that the adjusting process in special condition is effective.
(e) (f) Figure 7 . Vertex distribution
D. Mapping EP back from Local Coordinate System
The EP must be transformed back into the original coordinate system. Firstly, ϕ θ , coordinate of local spherical coordinate system is transformed into z y x , , coordinate of the local orthogonal coordinate system; Secondly z y x , , coordinate of the local orthogonal coordinate system is transformed into z y x , , coordinate of the original orthogonal coordinate system, which can be a reverse process of Section III.B, the detailed conversions have been described in subsection III.B.2), so it is omitted in this subsection for the length of the paper.
IV. EXTRACTING PROCESS
Message extracting process is very similar with the message embedding process, the major difference is step 3 in Fig. 1 (b) . After the EP is transformed into the local coordinate system, the coordinate θ and ϕ are calculated. High ' n bits and low ' n bits are obtained by (50) and (51).
' high and ' low can be represented by (52) and (53).
Then ' n bits of binary information '
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The experiment is carried out in Visual C++ 6.0, on the platform of Intel (R) Pentium (R) Dual CPU T2310 @ 1.46GHz, 512M RAM, The statistical result of the experiment are plotted in Matlab 7.0. Plain text is used for secret message. In the embedding process, character streams of the text are transformed into bit streams, and the bit streams are embedded in 3D model. In the extracting process, bit streams are extracted from the 3D model, and then it is transformed back into character streams. The tested models are listed in Table I . Several tests are carried out to analyze the imperceptibility, capacity and robustness performance and their relations with the controlling parameter m and δ .
A. Imperceptibility Performance
To test imperceptibility performance of the proposed algorithm, original models and embedded models are rendered. Their results are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. It can be found that the embedded models are the same as the original models in appearance; this indicates that the proposed algorithm has a good imperceptibility (The embedded models is obtained when 1000 = m and 0001 . 0 = δ ). Fig. 10 shows relationship between m and SNRs when 00003 . 0 = δ . In the figure, the SNR is mostly higher than 50dB. So, the scheme has a good imperceptibility. Besides, the curves generally ascend with the increment of parameter m , which is consistent with the description of subsection III.C, because m is used to control the varying ranges of vertex coordinates, smaller m leads to large varying ranges of vertex coordinates and larger changes of vertex coordinates lead to a lower SNR.
B. Capacity Performance
As has been shown in (47), the capacity is related with EPN , m and δ . According to III.A, the number of EPs used for message embedding process is fixed. Table II But m is related with δ , message cannot be embedded for any m and δ . To ensure message can be embedded, also according to (47), there should exists
Equation (55) is the condition that message can be embedded. Figure 11 . The relation of BPE and m Figure 12 . The relation of capacity and m Figure 13 . The relation of BPE and δ Figure 14 . The relation of capacity and δ
C. Robustness Performance
The proposed local coordinate system is invariant while the model has suffered from RST attack, the local coordinates of the 3D model is also invariant against RST attack, so the proposed data hiding algorithm can resist RST attack theoretically. But in fact, although translation and rotation scaling-up attack makes not bit error in the experiment, scaling-down attack certainly brings bit error. Because the data has limited precision, and scaling-down attack can lead to precision loss of vertex coordinate. The robustness against scaling-down attack is related with m and δ . We have carried out a great deal of tests , we selected 24 scaling factors, and use these scaling factor to generate about 1536 attacked models. Running the message extracting algorithm, message can be extracted. Combining with original message, BER (bit error ratio) can be calculated. But it is difficult to draw the results, for m , δ and scaling factor form 3D data. Plotting 2D figure also needs a large length of the paper. So the test data is fully provided. Here we just show Fig. 15 and Table III. Curves when 100 = m and δ equal 5 different values are shown in the Fig. 15 . From the figure we can find, generally the smaller δ is, the larger the BER is. Besides, when the embedded 3D model is scaled down to some extent, bit error occurs. There exist a scaling factor that BER is near 0.5, which means message is hardly retrievable, we call the scaling factor HRSF (Hardly Retrievable Scaling Factor). In Table III , we list HRSFs for different m and δ . From the table we can find, generally the smaller δ is, the larger the HRSF is. From the figure and the table we also can find BER and HRSF is correlative with δ and is not correlative with m . So we can draw a conclusion: the robustness of the algorithm mainly related with the parameter δ . In the paper, a new data hiding algorithm of 3D model based local coordinate system is designed directly for good imperceptibility and high capacity. The proposed data hiding algorithm has been tested to be robust against rotation, translation and uniform scaling. The proposed algorithm can be used in secret communication. m and δ can be used as secret key.
Although our algorithm shows several excellent properties, there is also some space to improve, if the message is encrypted before message embedding process, better security performances will be achieved. In other aspects, the local coordinate system can be used to design strong robust watermarking algorithms. Synchronization can be realized by self-synchronization techniques. Cropping attack can be resisted by repeated embedding technique. Independent with topology of 3D meshes, the EP structure can be used on some robust elements, the algorithm then can resist topology changing, noise adding and mesh simplification attack. That will be our future work.
